Lilypad Pond Trail begins at the Burn Road Parking Area on the Sabattis Road and travels 8.2 miles to the Lilypad Pond paralleling the northern shore of Little Tupper Lake and crossing Charley Pond Outlet. Camp Bliss Trail intersects with the Lilypad Pond Trail at the 4.7-mile mark and travels 1 mile to the clearing where Camp Bliss stood on the western shore of Little Tupper Lake, passing the eastern edge of Bum Pond on the way. Rock Pond Trail intersects with the Lily Pad Pond Trail at the 5.7-mile mark and travels another 2.8 miles to the eastern shore of Rock Pond. Hardigan Pond Trail is a spur trail that intersects with the Rock Pond Trail at the 1-mile mark and travels 1.5 miles to Hardigan Pond, following an old railroad grade shortly before reaching the pond.

***NOTE: The trails in the Whitney Wilderness are former logging roads. These roads are being reclaimed by nature. Those using these trail should be aware that beaver ponds, thick vegetation, and washed out culverts may be encountered.***

***Please respect private property. Stay on designated trails***

***Practice Leave No Trace Principles***

***Emergency contact 518-891-0235***
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